Revision Sheets Grade 3.
Reading
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Answer the questions:
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Interpretat
ion

Answers are correct,
well- developed and
demonstrate
excellent
comprehension.
Opinions are always
fully justified.

Answers are
correct and
demonstrate good
comprehension.
Opinions are
adequately
justified.

Answers are sometimes
correct but demonstrate
an incomplete
comprehension of the
topic. Opinions are not
fully justified but there is
an attempt.

Answers
are
wrong.

Mechanics

There are no spelling
or grammatical
mistakes

There are
maximum 3
spelling or
grammatical
mistakes

There are 4 or 5 spelling
or grammatical mistakes

There
are five
or more
mistakes.
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Grammar: Choose the correct answer
1. I ___________ so hungry today. (am – is – are)
2. Lama never ___________ after lunch. (studies – study –
studying)
3. Two days ago, we ___________an accident. (have – had – has)
4. Why ___________ you sad? (am – is – are)
5. I ___________ like painting.(don't – doesn't – not)
Vocabulary: Choose the correct answer:
1. There are a lot of ___________ of our national team.
a) people

b) students
3

c) fans

2. Sometimes, bats ____________ before they sleep.
a) jump

b) doze

c) cry

3. When it's cold, sheep ____________ with each other.
a) run

b) snuggle

c) slither

4. Jack has a special ___________ in football matches. He draws a
flag all over his face.
a) mug

b) t-shirt

c) style

5. I feel ____________ because I got a bad score in the test.
a) happy

b) sleepy

c) ashamed

Writing
There are many different spots; tennis, football, basketball, swimming, etc. Write
about your favorite sport and why you like it.
Write your answer in a

nice opinion paragraph.
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Exceed
standard
( 3 marks)
The topic
sentence is
very clear and
well chosen.

Meet standards
( 2 marks)

Below standards
( 1 mark)

Basic standard
(0.5 mark)

The topic
sentence is
clear.

There is a topic
sentence but it is
unclear.

Organization

The paragraph
has good
organization.
The paragraph
is very easy to
read because
of linking
words.

The paragraph
contains wellordered
sentences.

The paragraph is
not always wellordered to read,
but some events
are organized.

There is an attempt
to write some
words but they do
not make much
sense.
The paragraph is
dis-organised and
hard to read.

Arguments/
reasons

Students
support their
opinion using
4 or more
reasons.

Students
support their
opinion using
3 reasons

Students
support their
opinion using 2
reasons

Students support
their opinion using
1 reason

No
reasons.

Interpretation
/Elaboration

Arguments are
correct, welldeveloped and
elaborated.
Opinions are
well justified.

Arguments are
correct and well
developed.
Opinions are
justified.

Arguments are
sometimes
correct but
demonstrate an
incomplete
comprehension of
the topic.
Opinions are not
fully justified but
there is an
attempt.

Arguments are
rarely correct.
Opinions are not
justified.

No
arguments
or justified
opinions.

Mechanics
and Spelling

The paragraph
has only few
grammatical
or spelling
mistakes.
Few= three to
four

The
paragraph has
some
grammatical or
spelling
mistakes.
Some = five to
six

The paragraph
has a lot of
grammatical or
spelling
mistakes
Seven to nine.

The paragraph has
ten or more
grammatical or
spelling mistakes.

No
evidence

Topic
sentence
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There is
not topic
sentence

The
paragraph
is
impossible
to read

